2001 honda accord fuel pump location

For more information go to DriveMotive fuel pumps deliver the right amount of fuel for all loads
and speeds. Built to last and engineered for clean, consistent flow, DriveMotive fuel pumps are
ready to restore smooth performance and superior efficiency to your en Great fit, efficient
performance, and robust style are the defining characteristics of Airtex's original equipment
equivalent fuel pump. This replacement item is thoroughly patterned after to work like the ge
Made in some of the industry's most sophisticated facilities and backed by years of OE
expertise, Delphi OE replacement fuel pumps are guaranteed to deliver outstanding pump
ability and generate excellent pressure using less elec We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the
latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase
Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Fuel Pump part. Returns Policy.
Quantity Sold. Recommended Use. Fuel Sending Unit Included. Product Fit. Shop Honda Accord
Fuel Pump. Showing 1 - 12 of 12 results. Sort by:. Part Number: M Guaranteed to Fit. Core
Charge. Add to cart. Product Details Notes : Fuel pump motor; 1. Part Number: AFE Part
Number: BEC Part Number: H Universal Fit. Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 12 of 12 results. Featured
Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers. When picking a reliable brand name for your intake
system's fuel pump, trust Airtex. Beck Arnley is a leading provi Feb 17, Great recomendable.
Great product easy install Gomes with everything. Julian Malisani. Purchased on Jan 28, Feb 05,
Works great!! Replaced part and fired right up!! Very very pleased! Donna Curo. Purchased on
Jan 01, Nov 01, William Huetjr. Purchased on Apr 30, Show More. Helpful Automotive
Resources. It can be a stand-alone module or a computer integrated into the PCM. Automotive
professionals break down no-start situations into two separate categories: crank-no-start and
no-crank-no-start. Consult the factory information for repair instructions and recommended
safety procedures. Other issues can mimic a faulty fuel pump. Perform a thorough diagnosis to
ensure the pump is the problem before replacing it. Part 1: Check whether the problem is
fuel-related. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of
Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. One of the
worst problems that can happen to a vehicle is a bad fuel pump. Without gas your Accord will
not run at all. With that in mind, most of the symptoms of a bad fuel pump revolve around the
vehicle stalling out or not running at all. While being in the fuel tank makes the pump more
reliable, it also makes it a lot more difficult to get to. The good news is that fuel pumps are
inexpensive. The bad news is that they cost a lot in terms of labor to repair and replace. The
engine may throw a P trouble code. Any trouble codes that exist could be a clue. Sometimes
when there is low fuel pressure, you may also get an oxygen sensor related trouble code as
well. The real issue with diagnosing a bad fuel pump is that it resembles many other vehicular
issues in terms of symptoms. One of the most common signs that a fuel pump is going bad is a
whining sound. The whining sound can indicate that the fuel pump is going out before there are
any performance based issues. Keeping an open ear can save you from getting stuck
somewhere with a bad fuel pump. Typically, if you are heading up a hill or accelerating the
engine may start to feel like it is just running out of steam. Now, a bad fuel pump can also feel a
heck of a lot like a bad catalytic converter. Both conditions will make the motor feel like it is
running out of wind when you hit the gas. A bad catalytic converter will not feel as jarring. If you
are unsure, check out this article on troubleshooting catalytic converters. If you get P or P
trouble codes with a scanner, it very well may be the catalytic converter causing these
symptoms. One of the best indicators of a clogged fuel pump is going to be that the your
Accord is difficult to start. A fuel pump that is going out is going to feel the same as a bad fuel
filter. This makes telling if you have a bad fuel pump vs bad fuel filter very challenging. How do
you tell them apart? A clogged fuel filter will have high pressure on its input side and low
pressure on its output side. A bad fuel pump will have low pressure on both sides. They are
both going to cause the same hesitation at high speed and difficulty starting. The only way to
truly tell is to place a fuel pressure gauge on both sides of the line and get a reading from both.
A priming fuel pump sounds like a high-pitched whine for a few seconds and can be heard with
a sharp engine right after the ignition key is turned, but before the starter is engaged. The
symptoms of a bad fuel pump match a lot of other common problems that can occur in the
Honda Accord. Testing the pump and pressure on each side of it are going to be the quickest
ways to rule it out. If there is anything you would like to add, please leave a comment below.
Good luck! Challenges Starting the Engine One of the best indicators of a clogged fuel pump is
going to be that the your Accord is difficult to start. Louis Pemjean louis. Yall ive been trying for
3 yrs to locate it n haven't found it yet but really haven't looked i shouldn't b having to replace
my pump every 6 months to a yr but i have replaced fuel pump relay erg valve all 6 spark plugs
n coil packs n i the problem im having is bout every 6 months to a yr it starts giving me
problems like the engine isn't getting enough gas to the engine its like when the car runs for a
couple of hrs or gets to normal temperature thats when it starts acting up n sometimes want

crank even but if u let it sit n cool it will crank right up like theres no problem theres got to b a
filter somewhere instead of just that strainer they calling a filter cuz im sick n tired of replacing
the pump i have a honda accord 3. L Pfaff lpfaff1. I hope this helped you out, if so let me know
by pressing the helpful button. Yip I looked it up and from what I read it was a part thats not
serviceable. I believe this fella did a good job providing this information for you. I went to
O'Reilly's auto parts today and they didn't have the fuel filter in stock and they told me that I
may have to go to Honda dealership. They also printed up an image of where the fuel filter is
located. Actually it showed that it had two filters. I wish I could take a picture of that printed
image showing this info and I hope they had the correct info of the year,make,and model of my
car which is a Honda Accord 4 cyl. Have you bought the new filter. Some cars just don't have
one. Most cars do and are between the fuel tank and the engine. Some are behind the tank
depending on room. They are most times covered by a plate and or cover and bolted to the
frame. So under the car.. Some are in the engine compartment and easy to find once you follow
the fuel line. The Car stall at time when it build up pressure let off cellerator then Mash back
own celerator and the car go and then sometime it stalls. The image on the left p. The V6
supplement section dealing with the fuel etc only goes to p. If you having issue with getting fuel
the filter and pump is 1 assembly. Lots of cars are doing this to save on space. Screws the
owner for sure. But it needs the filter before the pump and pump is in the tank. If your pump was
replaced and was dirt in the tank they meaning shop or service person needs to completely
drain and suck the tank dry to remove any problems. Fix Your Stuff. Back Answers Index. Louis
Pemjean louis Rep: 37 2 1. Honda fuel filter fix. View the answer I have this problem too
Subscribed to new answers. Is this a good question? Yes No. Voted Undo. Score 3. The All-New.
The high performance electronics repair kit. Chosen Solution. L Pfaff lpfaff1 Rep: Was this
answer helpful? Score Score 1. What may be the problem. I do all the work to my car so imma
have to drop the tank n clean it. Add your answer Louis Pemjean will be eternally grateful. View
Statistics:. Suddenly it won't start. I change the spark plug, I check the fuse for fuel pump and
it's good. Now I suspect maybe the fuel pump. Help please? Here is a guide to help you change
it out step by step. Was this answer helpful? Image Click to enlarge Was this answer helpful?
Have a nice day. The library might have it or an auto parts store. You can get to it from an
access hole in the trunk. No gas at fuel injectors. Not sure if the selenoid is working or where it
is located under the dash or hood. Does anyone know what color it is or what color of wires
come out of it? Any help would be great! Where is the fuel pump located in Honda Accord
station wagon? Do you. May want to check fuel pump relay first as well, fuel pump is in the fuel
tank. Was this answer. All I need is too find the location of the fuel pump, thanks. Its a honda
accord It is in the fuel tank. Image Click to enlarge. You're welcome. Where is it located and
whats the easiest way to change it? Get the book for your car. The fuel pump is located in the
gas tank. Fuel pump was intermittently working. I have a Honda accord and it out of the blue
just stopped getting any power at all to go to the fuel pump. I have a repair book but can't find
any answers. What should I look for to fix the problem? I know the pump isn't bad and there is
just no juice going back to it Was this answer. Try direct power from battery to fuel pump-pump
turns on check and test fuse no. We added a new fuel pump relay and it still doesn't work.
Would anything get damaged if we direct connected it to the batery and drove the car like that?
How about the main relay did you check and test? If you can rig it with a toggle switch go for
it-no its not gonna do anything wiring it direct. Where is the main relay? Is it under the dash
with the fuel pump relay? Hi blitz, Fuel injected and carburetted models use different types of
fuel pump relays. The fuel pump relay for fuel injection model is incorporated into the main
relay. It is a seven pin dark grey or brown relay found underdash just above the driver side fuse
box. It is carburated and we replaced the fuel pump relay and have checked all of the fuses and
still nothing. Would it be best to use a jumper wire and do a direct connect to make it work?
Thanks Was this answer. Please login or register to post a reply. Know Where It Is? Fuel Pump
Fuse Location? I Did Some Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! I have a Accord
coupe with K on it. This car is very well maintained as we perform all services and oil changes
on time. During the past 2 months, the car has not wanted to start 5 times. When this started
happening the car would crank quickly, strong battery, and would fire after the fourth or fifth
attempt. The last 2 times the car would not start. I came back later and it cranked right up.
Yesterday I drove the car in the early morning and parked it all day. When I came back around 4
it would not start. I cranked it repeatedly about 6 - 8 times, not joyâ€¦ So I came back this
morning and it cranked right up. The car drives very smoothly with good power and no missing
ignition. We had this in the shop last week and they found nothing wrong but cleaned the
throttle body and replaced the plugs. Looks like that is the only trend we can see at present. The
main fuel pump relay is located under the dash above the drivers left knee. Over time the solder
joints in the relay crack. Then when the interior of the vehicle reaches a certain temperature be

it hot or cold, the solder joints in the relay open up to where the fuel pump gets no voltage.
Once the interior of the vehicle reaches the perfect temperature where the solder joints
reconnect, the engine starts with no problem. Many Hondas of this era are under a Recall for
faulty ignition switches and this can cause problems such as the one your car is having. A
quick look shows yours is under a switch Recall but not for that reason. This has more to do
with the interlock than an electrical breakdown. However, just because your car is not under a
Recall for failed switch contacts does not mean the switch is fine. Many non-covered cars suffer
the same problems as the covered ones but politics being what it is, the car makers often
succeed in keeping the damage to a minimum as far as numbers go. Thanks everyone for the
pointer on the pump relay. From the image on the website this looks like a user replaceable part
assuming I can find it and reach it. The contacts inside the main relay get burntâ€¦or eroded
over time and dont make the proper electrical connections to enable the car to start and
runâ€¦This is Massively common on this vehicleâ€¦ You can actually repair the relayâ€¦by
cleaning the contact points inside of itâ€¦but most people just swap it outâ€¦. My Honda Accord
is doing the same thing. However, as of yesterday, now it only cranks and will not turn over.
What should I do? If it cranks, it does turn over. Are you saying it does not start and run? If so,
the fuel pump relay and the ignition switch described above are possible problem areas. When
you turn the key to Run not all the way to Start the fuel pump should run for a few seconds. You
or someone close to the gas tank or fuel filler may hear it. Does it run? All, Any help would be
appreciated. Ideas would be greatly appreciatedâ€¦ Many thanks, Mark. Just something for
consideration anyway. Many thanks for the advice. I had the fuel pump relay replaced in my car
and now the car is starting just fine! Asked by Wiki User. This should only take a few minutes
and has the advantage of exposing any other things like pressure regulators, etc also in the
system that may have caused a problem. True, if it's in the fuel tank, as some are, you'll end up,
by elimination, isolating it to having to be there. It is on the rear of the engine block above the
drain plug. The cabin filter is located behind the glove box. Purchase a Purolator Cabin Filter as
it comes with instructions on how to replace it. Yes, it is inside the transmission. Honda
automatics do not have a transmission pan, therefore no filter. The diagnostic connector on a
Honda Accord can be found in the engine compartment. The connector is located on the
passenger-side in front of the firewall. Purolator A is an excellent quality filter. The Honda
Accord has 16 valves. The main relay on a Honda Accord is located on the driver side end of the
cabin. Found in the kick panel it will be mounted to a bracket underneath the dashboard. The
Honda Accord is a gas-powered vehicle. The Honda Accord has an inline 4 engine. The Honda
Accord has a 5-speed manual. Honda Accord and models. The Honda Accord is 15 ft. The
height of the Honda Accord is 4 ft. The Honda Accord runs on regular unleaded. Would it be the
same on a civic. The Honda Accord has Ask Question. Fuel Filters. Honda Accord EX. Honda
Accord LX. See Answer. Top Answer. Wiki User Answered Related Questions. When should you
change the transmission filter on Honda accord ex? Where is the oil filter located on a Honda
Accord? Where is the ac filter in your Honda Accord ? Do a Honda Accord have a transmission
filter? Where is the diagnostic connector on a Honda Accord? What air filter is recommended
on a Honda Accord LX with 2. How many valves does the Honda Accord have? Where is the
main relay switch located on a Honda Accord? Is the Honda Accord electric or gas? What size
engine does the Honda Accord have? What kind of transmission does the Honda Accord have?
What vehicle does a PH fram oil filter fit? How long is the Honda Accord? What is the cam type
of the Honda Accord? How tall is the Honda Accord? What kind of fuel does the Honda Accord
use? How do you replace the radiator in a Honda Accord? What is the rear hip room of the
Honda Accord? What is the front shoulder room in the Honda Accord? What is the front hip
room in the Honda Accord? What is the rear shoulder room of the Honda Accord? Trending
Questions Is silence a sound? Asked By Ciara Parker. Has a human ever been mailed via the
United States Postal Service? Asked By Annamarie Trantow. Who would you swap lives with for
a day? Asked By Fletcher Altenwerth. How many feet are in seven minutes? Asked By Wiki
User. Why were the English able to defeat the french in early battles such as the one at crecy?
What are the duties of a health prefect? What letter in the Alphabet is always waiting in order?
What number is the opposite of 0. Hottest Questions How did chickenpox get its name? When
did organ music become associated with baseball? Asked By Curt Eichmann. How can you cut
an onion without crying? Asked By Leland Grant. Why don't libraries smell like bookstores?
Asked By Veronica Wilkinson. How long will the footprints on the moon last? Asked By Daija
Kreiger. Do animals name each other? Asked By Danika Abbott. Who is the longest reigning
WWE Champion of all time? Asked By Consuelo Hauck. What was the first TV dinner? Asked By
Roslyn Walter. Previously Viewed Where is the fuel filter located on a Honda Accord?
Unanswered Questions What values can we get in the folk dance tiklos? What happens when
heat energy is not properly used and handled? How did Jose rizals parents raise their children?

Moral lesson of tale of pilandok story? What online sites don't ask for cvv? Does Melissa
Fumero smoke? Give the summary in the poem myopia by syl cheney-coker? All Rights
Reserved. The material on this site can not be reproduced, distributed, transmitted, cached or
otherwise used, except with prior written permission of Multiply. The Honda Accord offers car
owners a smooth ride and unparalleled performance. However, no matter how reliable a vehicle
is, it's still vulnerable to eventual wear and tear. Good thing CarParts. Shop now to find the best
fuel pump for your Accord! For more information go to We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to
the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase
Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Honda Accord Fuel Pump. Select your
vehicle year. Refine by:. Fuel Pump part. Returns Po
1957 dodge challenger
ninja 300 seat removal
mosfet audio amplifier circuit
licy. Quantity Sold. Recommended Use. Fuel Sending Unit Included. Product Fit. Shop Honda
Accord Fuel Pump. Showing 1 - 15 of 54 results. Display item:. Sort by:. Part Number: M Vehicle
Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Product Details Notes : Fuel pump
motor; 1. Part Number: AFE Page 1 of 4 Showing 1 - 15 of 54 results. Feb 17, Great
recomendable. Great product easy install Gomes with everything. Julian Malisani. Purchased on
Jan 28, Feb 15, Electric fuel pump. The unit comes with an adapter that snaps on to your
existing wire harness. The price of the unit was great and it arrives within days. I would highly
recommend car parts for all your auto needs. Jurona Roman. Purchased on Feb 04, Feb 05,
Works great!! Replaced part and fired right up!! Very very pleased! Donna Curo. Purchased on
Jan 01, Show More. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved.
Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

